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ABSTRACT
The article discusses the development of a
multifunctional system for the support of medical
decision-making for the differential diagnosis of the
disease based on the modular principle. It is known that
due to the complexity of processing large volumes of
information with a large number of decision rules in
the knowledge base (KB), the decision-making process
is complicated. In connection with this, usually an
expert system with the aim of increasing the accuracy
of diagnostic solutions isdeveloped as one functional
expert systems (ES) for a narrow class of diseases. A
multifunctional medical decision support systems
(MDSS) will be designed to solve the problems of
differential diagnosis of not one but many classes of
diseases, which complicates the decision-making
process. This paper discusses the development of
multifunctional MDSS. Facilitation of the diagnostic
decision-making process is carried out using the
modular principle. Each module has a pile of
knowledge bases, which has a hierarchical structure
designed for phased reasoning. The software part of the
ES consists of control programs and several modules
(subprograms). Each module is designed to solve the
differential diagnosis of one narrow class of the
disease. The implementation of this system is
considered for examples of the class of disease
"Myocardial infarction" and "Headache". By increasing
the number of modules in the KB, you can expand the
versatility of this diagnostic system.
Key words: Diagnostic, system, intellect, decision,
multistage, expert system, module, rules, knowledge
base, data base.

sector, intelligent decision support systems (DSS) in
the form of ES are widely used. ES function with the
help of expert knowledge and operational data obtained
from the patient. At the same time, the knowledge of
experts in a formalized form is stored in the knowledge
base, and the data obtained from the patient by
traditional, laboratory, instrumental and computer
(TLIC) methods are in the database (DB). The TLIC
method allows the completeness of information in the
database.
Currently, the application of a systematic approach in
the process of making a medical diagnostic decision
gives an effective result with direct computer support
for medical activities in medical institutions that allow
you to quickly solve complex diagnostic and treatment
situational tasks. This is based on a logical approach to
the processing of medical data obtained by TLIC
methods.
A review of existing literature [1-5] shows that the
existing diagnostic decision support systems are being
developed as ES for a narrow class of diseases.
The results of the analysis of existing works show that
the issues of increasing the multifunctionality of
MDSS, functioning as one subsystem of medical
information systems (MIS), have not been sufficiently
studied.
Because of the above, the goal of this work is to
develop methods and models of multifunctional
MDSS, for the organization of automated workplaces
of a doctor common practice.
2. METHODS AND MATERIALS

1. INTRODUCTION
Currently, in modern medicine, the advantage of
modern information technology is widely used, which
improves the quality of service, reduces examination
time, increases diagnostic accuracy, and also provides
the possibility of long-term storage of patient
information in digital form. Recently, in medical
practice and the educational system in the healthcare

In general terms, the term “Decision Support System
(DSS)” refers to a computer system that, through the
collection and analysis of information, can influence
decision-making processes in various fields of human
activity. In health care, such decisions are referred to as
the amended term "medical decision support systems
(MDSS)."
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MDSS - a medical information system designed to help
doctors and other medical professionals in working
with tasks related to clinical decision making. The
development and implementation of MDSS into
practice belong to the most important areas of the
development of artificial intelligence in medicine.

Next, the control program on the basis of the class code
of the disease selects the appropriate module to solve
the differential diagnosis of the disease. Each module
has its own database and database. KB contain all the
rules, in the form of separate models for each class of
the disease. KB has a hierarchical structure [19]. All
rules are developed according to the knowledge of
experts or according to evidence-based evidence-based
medicine. When developing the rules for the
knowledge base, production modeling methods are
used.

MDSS, among others, has one functional characteristic,
undeniably associated with improving the quality of
work of practicing doctors, these are automatic
electronic prompts instead of the need to activate the
system by the user [6-10].

3. RESEARCH RESULTS
The main goal of modern HCWS is to help doctors at
the place of medical care. This means that doctors are
interacting with HRPVR to get support in analyzing the
information and establishing a diagnosis based on the
available data regarding the patient.

The proposed diagnostic decision support system has
the structure proposed in Figure 1.
MDSS function as a subsystem in the composition of
MIS. As shown in Figure 1, the SPPVR contains all of
the following subsystems:
- DDSS (diagnostic decision support system);
- SSAMP (support system for the adoption of
medical prescriptions).

For complex modeling of MIS, you can use the
complex model [11].
To create MDSS, various modeling methods can be
used, in particular, methods of correlation and
regression analysis [12], methods of probability theory
and mathematical statistics [13,14], logical reasoning
models [15,16] and other methods, for example[17].
It is clear that due to the complexity of processing large
amounts of information with a large number of
decision rules located in the knowledge base, the
decision-making process is complicated. In this regard,
usually MDSS with the aim of increasing the accuracy
of diagnostic solutions are developed in the form of
one functional ES for a narrow class of diseases. Here,
under one function we mean the possibility of using
differential diagnosis of one narrow class of the
disease. A multifunctional MDSS will be designed to
solve the problems of differential diagnosis of not one,
but many classes of diseases.

In this way, the MDSS is developed by integrating the
DDSS and the SSAMP. Integrated MDSS is more
effective for a general practitioner.
SubsystemMDSS

DDSS

SSAMP

Figure 1: Structures of the subsystem MDSS (two-way
arrow means informational relationships).

For the effective functioning and multifunctionality of
the MDSSKB must be organized on a modular basis.
Each module in the knowledge base will contain a set
of decision rules for a specific homogeneous class of
the disease (HCD). At the same time, MDSS consists
of several subprograms intended for differential
diagnosis of a certain class of diseases. Communication
and control over the functioning of the model is carried
out by the control program using operational data and
data in the database. To collect operational data and
data to fill the database, it is recommended to use the
TLIC method, which ensures the reliability and
completeness of information.

The implementation of this MDSS subsystem is based
on the KB, which contains the following two modules
developed according to the hierarchical principle [19].
The first module uses the following set of rules for the
differential diagnosis of myocardial infarction:
Stage I. The group of rules of knowledge for the
diagnosis of myocardial infarction by symptoms:
The rule of the IM 1.1. If {<heart rhythm disturbance>,
<increase in blood pressure>, <Friction noise>, <ECG
changes>} then {Significant suspicion of myocardial
infarction} {Recommended rule 1.2}. The rule of the
IM 1.2. If {<Pain in the region of the heart>, <Fever>,
<Muffling of heart sounds>} then {Diagnosis:
myocardial infarction}. Rule IM 1.3. If {<Rule 1> or
<Rule 2> is not satisfied>} then {Further investigation
is required}.

Thus, the general structure of multifunctional MDSS
contains control programs and several modules
(subprograms) intended for differential diagnosis of a
narrow class of the disease. Increasing the number of
modules increase the versatility of multifunctional ES
[18].
For the functioning of control programs as operational
data, the code of a homogeneous class of the disease is
first introduced. To determine the class code of the
disease, an international disease classifier is used.

Stage II. Differential diagnosis of myocardial
infarction. The rule is developed by changing ECGs
that mimic myocardial infarction. The rule of the IM
2.1. If {<ST segment elevation>} then {Diagnosis:
pericarditis}
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{Recommendation: Echo of the CG}. The rule of the
IM 2.2. If {<ST segment elevation>, <appearance of Q
waves>}
then
{Diagnosis:
myocarditis}
{Recommendation: Echo of the CG}.
The rule of the IM 2.3. If {<Rise or depression of the
ST segment>, <Nonspecific changes in the ST segment
and T waves>} then {Diagnosis: Exfoliating aortic
aneurysm} {Recommendation: Echocardiography,
chest CT, aortography}. The rule of the IM 2.4. If {<A
slight increase in the amplitude of the R waves from
V1 to V6>, <a sudden change in the electrical axis of
the heart>} then {Diagnosis: Pneumothorax}
{Recommendation: Chest x-ray}. The rule of MI 2.5. If
{<ST segment elevation in leads II, III, aV F>,
<inversion of T waves in V1 - V3>} then {Diagnosis:
TELA} {Recommendation "Ventilation-perfusion
scintography"}.The rule of MI 2.6. If {<ST segment
elevation in departments II, III, and V F>} then
{Diagnosis:
Acute
cholecystitis}
{Abdominal
ultrasound recommendation}.

Psychogenic headache} {Recommendation: check
according to the rule of GB 2.5}. GB rule 1.6. If
{<Trigger zones are detected>, <Firing>} Then
{Diagnosis: Trigeminal neuralgia} {Recommendation:
check according to the rule 2.6 GB}. Rule GB 1.7. If
{<Depression is sometimes psychosis>, <Dumb>}
Then
{Diagnosis:
Atypical
facial
pain}
{Recommendation: check according to the rule of GB
2.7}. GB rule 1.8. If {<Nasal discharge>, <Dull or
sharp>} Then {Diagnosis: Headache with sinusitis}
{Recommendation: check according to the rule of GB
2.8.}.
Stage II. Rule II of the stage is developed according to
the characteristic features of the localization “Duration
of an attack and periodicity”. GB Rules 2.1. If {<One
or two sided>, <6 to 48 hours>, <Sporadic seizures (up
to several times a month)>} then {Diagnosis: Simple
migraine}. Rule GB 2.2. If {<Unilateral>, <from 3 to
12 hours>, <Sporodic seizures (up to several times a
month)>} then {Diagnosis: Classical migraine}. GB
rule 2.3. If {<Unilateral, in the lower half of the face>,
<from 6 to 48 hours>, <Sporodic attacks>} then
{Diagnosis: Facial migraine}. GB rule 2.4. If
{<unilateral (mainly in the area of the orbit)>, <from
15 to 120 minutes>, <Alternating periods of daily
attacks and prolonged remissions>} then {Diagnosis:
Horton's headache}. GB rule 2.5. If {<Diffuse
bilateral>, <often constant>} then {Diagnosis:
Psychogenic headache}. GB rule 2.6. If {<In the
trigeminal nerve innervation zone>, <briefly (from 15
to 60 seconds)>, <many times a day>} then
{Diagnosis:Trigeminal neuralgia}. Rule GB 2.7. If
{<One or two sided>, <often constant>} then
{Diagnosis: Atypical facial pain}.GB rule 2.8. If
{<One or two-sided in the paranasal sinus>,
<variable>, <Sporadic or constant>} then {Diagnosis:
Headache with sinusitis}.

Stage III. Rule on the results of enzymes: Rule IM 3.1.
If {<Increase in the activity of the CF fraction of KFK
after 8-10 hours>, <return to normal after 48-72
hours,><increase in the activity of the MV fraction of
KFK reaches a peak after 24-36 hours>} then
{Diagnosis: myocardial infarction}.
Stage IV. The rule is based on the results of
echocardiography. The rule of the IM 4.1. If
{<Violations of local left ventricular contractility>,
<Thinning of the left ventricular wall>} then
{Diagnosis: Postponed myocardial infarction}.
The rule of the IM 4.2. If {<Normal left ventricular
contractility>} then
{The diagnosis of myocardial infarction is excluded}.
Stage V. According to the results of coronary
antigraphy. Rule IM 5.1. If {<Violations of local left
ventricular contractility>, <Thrombotic occlusion of
the coronary artery>} then {Diagnosis: Myocardial
infarction}.

The SSAMP subsystem is organized according to the
principle of quasi-assorted selection of effective
treatment options.

As a BZ 2-module, you can use the set of rules
developed for a homogeneous class of the disease
"Headache", which contains the following rules:

4. CONCLUSION
Recommended multifunctional MDSS operates
through the joint implementation of the subsystem
DDSS and SSAMP. All modules included in the
MDSS function with the corresponding knowledge
base and database under the control of the "Control
Programs" and gives recommendations for diagnosis
and treatment.

I Stage. Rule reasoning by symptom and character.
GB rule 1.1. If {<Nausea>, <Vomiting>, <Ailment>,
<Photophobia>, <Throbbing>} then {Diagnosis:
Simple migraine}{Recommendation: Verification
according to GB 2.7 rule}. GB rule 1.2. If {<Nausea>,
<Vomiting>, <Malaise>, <Photophobia>, <Visual
aura>, <Throbbing>} Then {Diagnosis: Classical
migraine} {Recommendation: checks according to the
rule GB 2.2}. GB rule 1.3. If {<Nausea>, <Vomiting>,
<Dull or throbbing>} Then {Diagnosis: Facial
migraine} {Recommendation: check according to the
rule 2.3 GB}. GB rule 1.4. If {<Hyperemia of the
face>, <Nasal congestion>, <Horner's syndrome>,
<Acute drilling>} Then {Diagnosis: Horton's
headache} {Recommendation: check according to the
rule 2.4 GB}. Rule GB 1.5. If {<Depression>,
<Anxiety>,
<Shooting>}
THAT
{Diagnosis:

The number of modules determines the number of
functions MDSS. Such types of MDSS are of great
practical importance in medical institutions where there
are not enough experienced specialists. The widespread
introduction of simple and intuitive systems,
implemented, for example, in the form of
technologically simple systems and ready for
widespread use, are effective in self-learning when
used by doctors in general healthcare practice or by
students in the educational process.
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